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Jos6 Garlos Mariitegui
(r895- r930)

"fr,xsti Carfos Maridtegui, had founded the Communist Party of
P*r:'r: in 1928 and died at the age of only 35 years. Shortly before his
ilaatl^,, he led the Party in affiliating with the Third Communist
international of Lenin and Stalin. When the Party became revisionist,
t1irr1s1-.gui's teachlrtgs - the basis of the Pafty - were kept aside

L-'rt;ing the period of the Great Debate between Mao's CPC and
'rev;siolrist CPSU, the ideological issues that came up in the forefront
as vrell as the revciutionary upsurges in Peru, the revoiutionary
:t*ecticn of the PCP had taken up the study of Mariategui's teachings
to sett!e the political arrd ideological line of the Party, the basic lir';e for
the revolution in Peru, its iargets and goals and tasks of
lhe CorrmLrnist revolutioriaries.

Under the leadelsnip of Comrade Gonzalo, rebuilding the PCP took
15 years ln 1975, a document "Retomemos a Mariategui
y [ieconturyarnos Su Pa(ido" [Reclaim Mariategui and Rebuild His
Partyl was published by the Central Committee of the PCP under
comrade Ganzalo's leadership. The completion of this process was
marked by a 1979 Central Committee meeting that approved the
initiation and continuation of People's War, which began a year later,
i.e., in '1 980 and is still continuing throughout the country.

IIIAEXTSIrI, mAElirnCUr
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THE FDI[[]\HST II()I/EIIENT

I" TIIE WOMAN QUESTION AND MARXISM

The woman queslion is an important question for the popular struggle and its imporlance has become
greatertoday, because actions are intensifying which tend to mobilise women; a necessary and

fruitful mobilisation from the working class viewpoint and in the service of the masses of the
people, but whtch promoted by and for the benefit of the exploiting classes, acts as an element
which divides and fetters the people's struggie

ln this new petiod of politicisation of the masses of women in which we now evolve, with its base
in a qreater economic participation by women in the country, it is indispensable to pay serious
attention to the woman question as regards study and research, political incorporation and

consistent organisational work, A task which demands to keep in mind Mariategui's thesis that
teaches: "Women like men, are reactionaries, centerists or revolutionaries, they cannottherefore
all figltt the sane baftle stde by side in today's human panorama in which class differentiates the

individual more than sex." That way, from the beginning, the need to understand the woman
question scientifically undoubtedly demands that we start from the Marxist concept of the working
class

1.The theory of women as "deficient feminine nature"

Through the centuries the exploiting classes have maintained and imposed the pseudo{heory
of the "deficient feminine nature". lt has served to justify the oppression that still women are

experiencing in societies by which exploitation continues to prevail. That way, the Jewish men's
prayer: "Blessed be God, our Lord and Lord of all the worlds, for not having made me a woman"
and conformity by the Jewish women who pray: "Blessed be the Lord, who has created me

according to his will," clearly expresses the contempt which the ancient world had for the woman's
condition, These ideas were also predcmrnated in Greek slave society. Famous Pylhogoras said:
"There is a good principle which has created order, light and man and there is a bad principle

which has created chaos, darkness and woman". Even the great philosopher Aristotle pronounced:
"the female is female by virtue of cefiain qualitative fault," and "the character of women suffers
from a natural defect."

These proposals passed on to the final period of Roman slave society and to the MidCle Ages.
Christian thinkers intensified the contempt of Woman by imputing Her as being the source of sin

and the waiting room of hell, Tertulian claimed: "Woman, you are the door of the devil. You have
persuaded Him whom the devil did not dare to attack frontally. By your fault the Son of God had to

die; you should alvrays go dressed in mourning and rags". And Augustine of Hipona told: "The

woman is a beast who is neither firm, nor stable." While they condemned, others had passed

sentence on feminine inferiority and obedience. Thus, Paul of Tarsus, the apostle, preached:
"Man was not taken from Woman, but Woman from Man;" and "Just as the church is subject to



Christ, let Woman be submitted in all things to Her Husband". And hundreds of years later, in the

13th century, Thomas Aquinas followed with similar preaching: "Man is the head of the Woman,
just as Christ is the head of Man" and "lt is a fact that Woman is destined to live under the

authority of Man and that She has no authority by Herself.'

The understanding of the feminine condition did not advance much with the development of
capitalism. As Candorcet pointed out its social root when he said: "lt has been said that women ...

lack a sense of justice, and that they obeyed their feelings rather than their conscience. ,.. that

difference has been caused by education and social existence, not by the nature", The great

materialist Diderot rrurote: "l feel sorry for you women," and "in all customs, the cruelty of civil laws

joined the cruelty of Nature against women. They have been treated as imbeciles". Rousseau.

advanced ideologist of the French Revolution, insisted: "All education of women must be relative

to thai of men,.,, Woman is made to yield to Man and endure his inlustices" This bourgeois
position is carned on to the age of imperialism, became more reactionary as time goes on, joined

the Christian positions, by reiterating the old theses sanctioned through John 23: God and Nature

have given women various chores, which perlect and complement the chores entrusted to men,"

Thus, we see how all through the exploiting classes have preacherl the "deficient feminine

nature " Sustaining their idealist concepts, they trave reiterated the existence of "feminine nature",

independent of social conditions, which is a part of their anti-scientific "human nature" thesis

However, this so-called "feminine nature," in its eternal and invariable essence, is also called
"deficient" to show that the condition of Wcman and their oppression and patronage is the result

of iherr "natural inferiority compared to Man " With this pseudo-theory, it is interrded to maintain

and 'justfiy the submission of Woman before Man.

Finally, it is convenient to point out that even an outstanding materialist thinker like Democritus

had prejudices with respect to women ("A woman familiar with logic: a feadul thing", "Woman is

much more prone than the male to think evill"). Moreover, the defence of women is based in

metaphysical or religioLrs arguments (Eve means life and Adam means iand; created after Man,

Woman was finisheci better than he was). Even, when the bourgeoisie was a revolutronary class,

it only conceived of women in reference to men, not as independent beings

2.The Development of capitalism and the women's movement

With the development of capitalism women are getting incorporated into labour, providing the

basis and conditions for them to develop; that way, with their incorporation into the productive

process, women are having the opportunity of more directly joining the class struggle and in

combative actions Capitalism carried out the bourgeois revolutions and in this, it forges the

feminine masses, especially working women, to be advanced.

The French Revolution, the most advanced one cf the revolutions led by the bourgeoisie, was a

great nourishment for feminist action Wonren were mobilised togethei' with the masses, and

pariicipating in the civic clubs, they developed revolutionary actions, ln these struggles they

organised a "Society of Revolutionary and Republican women," and through Olimpia de Gouges,

in 1789 they demanded a "Declar'ation of the Rights of Woman" and created newspapers like

"The lmpatient " to demand for the improvements in their condition, ln the development of the

revolutionary process, women won the suppression of the rights of the first born male and the

abciition of the masculine privileges, and they also obtained equal rights of succession with males

and achieved divorce, Their militant pafticipation rendered some fruits.

But once the great revolutionary push was halted, women were denied access to the political

clubs, their politicisation was suppressed and they saw themselves blamed and urged to return to

the home, they were told: "Since when has Women been allowed to renounce their sex and

become Man? Nature has told woman: be a woman. Your chores are to terrd to infants, the

details of the home and the diverse challenges of motherhood " Even more, with the bourgeois

reorganisalion initiated by Napoleon, with the Civi turned to be subjected

to patronage, falling under her husband's dom ds; she is denied the

questioning of paternity. Married uromen, like pro and they were denied

divorce and the right to transfer their properties,

ln the Flench Revolution we can clearly see howthe advance of women and theirsetbacks are

linked to the advances and setbacks of the people and the revolution This is an important lesson:

the identity of interests of the feminist movement and the people's struggles, how the former is

part of the latter.

Also this bourgeois revolution shows how the ideas about women follow a process similar to the

political process; once the revolutionary upsurge was fought and halted, reactionary ideas re-

emerged about women. Bonald maintained; "Man is to V/oman as Woman is to a child". Comte,

considered as the "father of sociclogy,'' proposed that femininity is a sort of continued infancy and

that this biological infancy is expressed as intellectual weakness, Balzac wrote: "The destiny of

women and their only glory is to make the hearts of men beat, The woman is a prope( acquired

by contract, a mobile personal properly, because the possession is worth a title; in all, speaking

prope1y, woman is but an annex to man " All this reactionary ideology is synthesised in the

followrng words by Napoleon: "Nlature wanted Women to be our slaves .. They are ourproperty.

,. Woman is but a machine to produce children", A character for whom feminine life should be

oriented by Kitchen, Church, Children, - a slogan endorsed by Hitler in the 20rh century

The French Revolution raised its three principles of liberly equality and fraternity and promised

justice and to nneet the demands of the people. Very soon it showed its limits and that its principled

declarations were but formal declarations. At the same time, its class interests were counterpoised

to those of the masses; misery, hunger and injustice kept on prevailing, except under new forms

Although due to historic conditions the utopians could not reach the root of the evil, but they

launched a sharp and demolishing criticism against such an order of things Utopian socialists

also condemned the condition of women under capitalism, Fourier, representing this position,

pointed out: "The change of an historical age can always be determined by the progress of Woman

... the degree of emancipation of Woman constitutes the natural path for general emancipation '

Confronted with this great assertion, it is worth to counterpoise the thought of the anarchist

Proudhon aboutwomen - and keep in mind his ideas, particularly in today's context, when there

are attempts to propagate anarchism to the four winds by presenting them as examples of

revolutionary vision and consequence Proudhon maintained that Woman was inferior to Man

physically intellectually and morally, and that represented together numerically, Woman have a

value of 8/27 the value of Man. So for this 'hero', Woman represents less than a third of the vaiue

of Man, which is but an expression of the petty-bourgeois thought of its author, a root that is

common to all anarchists.

Throughout the 19,h century, with their increasing incorporation into the productive process,

women continued to develop their struggle for their own demands joining the workers' unions and

revolutionary movements of the proletariat An example of this participation was Luisa Michel, a

fighter at the Paris Commune of 187'1 However, the feminist movement, in general, oriented
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itself towards suffragism, to the vote for women, in pursuit of the false
idea that in getting the vote and heir rights would be. respected. These
feminist actions were channeli ry cretinism, However, it is worrh to

ee - during the last century and the
get it. The struggle for the feminine
s indeed a victory, but it is not the
women.

The 2Orh century tmplies a greater development of the fe.rninist economic action. Women nrorkers

ln conclusion, through the economic incorporation of women, capitalism sets the basis for their

3.Marxism and the Emancipation of Women

As Marxism considers the human being as a concrete reality generated historically by society, it
does not accept the thesis of "feminine nature," which is but a cornplernent of the so-ialled ',human
nature" and therefore aggravated a reiteration that Woman has an eternal and unchanging nature.
And we have already seen that idealism and reaction understand by "feminine nature" as a "deficient
and inferior nature" compared to Man,

For Marxism, Woman, as much as Man, are but a set of social relations, historicaily aclapted antl
changing as a function of the changes of society in its developrnent process. Woman, is a social
product, and Her transformation demands the transformation of society.

When Marxism focuses on the woman question, therefore, it does so from a materialist and
dialecticalviewpoint, from a scientiflc concept, which indeed allows a complete understanding of
the question. ln the study, research and understanding of women and their condition, Marxism

treats the woman question with respect to property, {arnily and State, beoause throughout the

history the conditi ir in ese three factcrs.

From this viewp cnn e wonlan question is

seen in Or"rErln of llre , whc pcinting to the

substitulion of r,rother.right by father-right as tire star"t ol tne submiission of woinein, wrote.
,,Thus, the riches, as they lverrt cn increasinE, on one hand provided i'/an with a more

irnpcrtant posit)on than !\ionral in the farrrily, and on the otiier plantcd in Hinr ttre idea o{

taking aclvantage of this importance to modify the establisned order cr{ inheritance for the

beneiit of Hrs chiiCren , . That revoltltiofi - one of the most profound humanity has known

- had no need to touch even one af the living menrbers of the gens. All lts members could

go cn being what they had been up to then. lt metely sufficed to say [hai ir the {Lrture the

descendants of ihe nrale-line ',rrouid remain in the Eens, but those of the fen:ale -line wculd

leave it, grring to ihe gens o1 their father. That way maternal affiliation ancl inheritance by

nnother-right were abolished anrl replaced by ntascriltne affiliation and inhetiiance hry father-

right We know nothing of hovr this revolution took place among the cultured peoples, since

it took place in prehistoric times, .., The overthrowing of rnother'right was the great

historic defeatof thefemale sex fhroug,hcrort theworld. Man also grabbed the reigns

of the house; woman saw herseli degradeci, turned lnto a servant, into the slave of

man's lasciviousness, in a mere instrument of reproduction " (Ouremphasls)

This paragraph by Engels sets the fundarnental thesis of Marxism on the v,ioman question: the

condition of women is sustained in properly reiations, in the form of ownership exercised over the

means of productlon and in the production relations arising frc,nr them. This thesis of l\4arxism is

extremely important, because it establishes that the oppression attached to the fernale condition

has its roots in the formation, appearance and development of the right of ov'rnership over the

means di production, and, therefore, its emancipation is linked to the destruction of the said right.

ln order to have a Marxist understanding of the wornan question, it is indispensable to start lrom

proposal is hut the oubstitution for the lMarxist position on n of women with bourgeois

proposals - rulrich ln essence, are variations of the su ble "feminine nature."

Deveioping this materialist dialectical starting poinl, us how on this basis the

mcnogarnous feniily v;as instituted, aSout which he says:

"it uras the first form of farnily not based on nature, but on economic conditions and

concretely on the triumph of private property over spontaneously originated,

conlmon primitive property." And: "l-herefore, monogamy in no way appears in history

as a reconciliation between Man and Wornan, and even less as a higher form of marriag:.

Quiie the contrary, ri enters the scene under the form of the enslavement of one sex

by the other, as the proclamation of a war between the sexes, up to then unknown in

prehistory (0rrnin " Ourenrphasls)

After establishing that pnvate property sustains the monogamous tamily form, which sanctions

the oppression 0f woflen, Engels establishes the correspondence of the three fundamental forms

of marriage ruith the three great stages of human evolution: savagery and marriage by groups,
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barbarism and pairing marriage, civ ,,with 
its complements, adultery and

prostitution," That way, the Marxist hesis about the hlstorically variable
social condition of woman and Her g out how the feminine condition is
intimately linked with private properly, the family and the State, which is the apparatus that legalises
such relations and imposes and sustains them by force.

The scientific proposition systematised by Engels is a product of the ly'larxist analysis of the
condition of Woman throughout history, and the most elementary study fully corroborated the
accuracy and actuality of these proposals, which are the foundation and starling point of the
working class for the understanding of the woman question. Let us make a historical recount
allowing us to illustrate what Engels and the classics set for1h.

ln the primrtive community, with a natural division of labcur, based on age and sex, men and
women developed their lives on a spontaneous equality and participation of women in the social

Thus, in Greek slave society, the condition of women is that of submjssion, social inferiority and
object of contempt. Of them it is said: "The slave ahsolutely lacks the freedom to deliberate:
woman has it, but in a weak and rnefficient mannel' (Aristotle); "The best woman is she, of whom
men speak the least" (Pericles), and the answer by the husband affairs
"it's not your thing. Shut up lest I hit you...keep on weaving, (A What
power of their tutor, whether the father, the husband, the husban ir lives
passed u something
on which rce. Forthe
rest, they specialised
authoritie she had to
marry the oldest relative within the paternal gens; that way she would not inherit direcly, but was
merely a transferor of inheritance; all to preserve the famiiy properl;,.

cann0t wrest their willed inheritance fr-om them, nor impoverish it by alienation or clebts " The
patrimonial root of the tuteiage imposed upon women was, therefore, clearly exposed and
established.

After the Twelve Tables, the fact that women belonged to the paternal gens and to the conjugal
gens (also strictly for reasons of safeguarding property) generated conflicts which were the basis
for the advancement of the Roman "legal emancipation " The sine manu marriage appears:
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her goods remain dependent on her tutors and her husband only acquires rights over her

person, and at that shared with the pater tamilias, who retains an absolute authority over
his daughter. And the domestic tribunal appears, to resolve discrepancies which may

arise between father and husband, thus the woman can appeal to her father for disagreements

with her husband, and vice versa: "it is no longer the matter of the individual."
On this economic basis (her participation in the inheritance, even if it was tutored), and the

conflict between the rights of the paternal and conjugal gens for the woman and her goods,

despite the legal restrictions, a major parlicipation of Roman women in their society developed:

the "atrium" was set up, the centre ofthe house, which governed work by the slaves, conducted

educationofthechildrenandinfluencedthemuntil aratheradvancedage Shesharedtheworks

and problems of her spouse and was considered as co-proprietor of his goods. She attended

parties and on the street, even consulted and magistrates gave her preferential crossing The

weight of Roman women in their society was reflected by the figure of Cornelia, mother of the

Gracchi,

With the Roman social development, the State displaces the contention among the gens and

assumes the disputes about women, divorce, adultery, etc., which went to be heard in public

tribunals, abolishing the domestic tribunal. Later, under imperial rule, tutelage on women would

be abolished, answeringlo social and economic demands. Women got a fixed dowry (individual

patrimony) which was hot to Ue i'eturned to the agnates (parental relatives) nor belonged to

husband, that way she was given an economic base for her independence and development. By

the end of the Republic, mothers had been given recognised rights over their children, receiving

custody of them due to the father's misconduct or hls being placed under tutelage.

Under emperor Marcus Aurelius, in the year 178, a great step was taken in the process of

property and family: children were declared heir to their mother in preference to agnates, that

way the.family was based on a link of consanguinity and the mother enrerged as equal to the

father before the children, the children also were recognised as children of the wife and derived

form the above, the daughter inherited just as her male siblings.

But whiie the.State "emancipates" women from the family, it submits them to its tutelage and

restiicts their acts, And simultaneously to the social rise of women, an anti-feminist campaign

was initiated in Rome invoking their inferiority, their "imbecility and fragility of the sex" to legally

reduce them.

ln Rome then, socially women had it better than that in Greece and acquired respect and even

greater influence in social life, as shown by the words of Cato: "Everywhere men govern women,

and we, who govern all men, are governed by our women," Roman history has outstandingly

exalted women -from the Sabines, through Lucretia and Virginia to Cornelia. Criticisms of women,

not as women, but as contemporaries, developed by the end ofthe First and Second centuries of

our era. ln this viay Juvenal reproaches them: lasciviousness, gluttony, to dedicate themselves to

manly occupations and their passion for hupting and sports.

Roman society recognised some rights of women, especially the right to propefty, but dld not

open to them civil activities and much less public affairs, activities - which the women developed

"illegally" and in a restricted way. Due to this reason, Roman matrons ("having lost their ancient

virtues") tended to seek other fields to employ their energies.

To consider the feminine situation in the decline of slavery and the development of feudalism,

one must keep in mind the influence of Christianity and the Germanic contribution. Christianity

contributed quite a bit to the oppression of women. Among the fathers of the church, there was
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definite demeaning of women, whom they considered inferior, servants of men and sources of
evil. To what has been said let us acid the condemnation by St John Cnrisostomus, a saint of the
Catholic Church: "No savage beast is as damaging as woman." Underthis influence, the advances
reached under Roman legislation were at first mitigated and later denied.
Gernanic societies based on war gave wonnen a secondary situation ciue to their smaller physical

strength Hr:'oiever they were respected and had rights which made them an associate of their
spolise, Let us remember that on ihis sub;ect Tacitus wrcte: "ln peace and in war, She shares His

lLrck, She lives r,.,ith Him and dies with Him.'

Christianity and Germanicism infiuenced the condition of women under feudalism Women were
in a sitLratton of absolute dependence with respect to the father and husband and by the time of
king Clovis "the mundium weighs over her during all her life " Women developed their lives
completely subnnitted to the feudal lord, although protected by the laws "as property of Man and
rnother of children", Her value used to increases with fertility, being worth triple of the
value of a free man, a value she used to loose if she could no longer bear offspring: woman
was a reproductive womb.
Underfeudalism we can see an evolution in the condition of women, in the function of curbing of

feudal powers and increase of royal powers, as it had happened in Rome: the mundium was
transferred frorn the lords to the king; the mundium became a burden for the tutor, yet the
submission by tutelage was kept.

At the convulsirre tirnes when feudalism was formed, since the rights to sovereignty and properly-
public as lveli as private- were not well specified, the condition of women was uncertain. The
condition of women was changing, heightened or lowered, according to social contingencies,
Because wornen had no public rights, first, they were denied private rights. Until the 11th century

force and arms impo se order and sustain property directly To jurists, a flefdom "is a lano possessed
with charqe of military service", And women could not have feudal right since they could not
defend it wilh arms nor render military service. When fiefdoms turned into patrimonies and were
inherital:le iaccording to Germanic norms women could also inherit), feminine succession was
admitted But titis did not improve their condition: woman was just an instrument through whom
dominion uras transferred, as in Greece

Feudal propeily is not familial as in Rome, but of the sovereign, of the lord, and women too
belong to the lorci, it is she who chooses her husband. As it was written, "an heiress is a land and

a casile: suitors contended to dispute that prize, and often the young woman is only'12 years old,

or younger, when her father or lord gives her as prize to any baron," The woman needs a lord who
"prolerls" her and her rights; thus, a Duchess of Burgurrdy proclaimed to the king: "My husband
has jrrst died but what good is mourning ... ? Find rne a husband who is powerful, because I

much need him to defend my land,"' ln this form, her spouse had great marital power overthe
woman, whom he treated without consideration, mistreating her, beating her, etc, and whose only
obiigation was to "punish her reasonably" - the samg codes required today to correct children.

The prevailing warlike conception made the medieval knight pay more attention to his horses
than to his wife and the lords preached: "damned be the knight that seeks advice from a woman
when he should participate in a tourney". While women were commanded: "get into your
apartments, painted and gilded, sit in the shade, drink, eat, weave, tint the silk, but bother not of
our affairs. Our affairs are to fight with sword and steel Silence!" That is how the medieval world
of the lords demeaned and cast their women away.

The 13th century saw the developnrent of a movement of literary women, which travelling from
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south to north increased their prestige, the same one which was linked to chivalry love and the

intense Marianism of that era. lt did not modify it deeply, as S. de Bcauvoir said in Ihe Second

Sex, a book in which abundant rnformation - useful data, of course, apart from the existentialist

concepts cf its author, which is not the idea that can fundamentally change the condition of

women, nor the economic basis sustaining it - about the history of women is found. When the

fiefdorn goes from a right based on military service to an economic obligation, since they were

perlectly capable of {ulfilling a monetary obligation, we can see an improvement in the condition

of women That way the seignorial right to marry to his vassals was suppressed and women's

was preached, or as Beauvoir said: "As soon as marriage was consummated, the goods of one

and the other are common by virtue of the marriage,' justifying marital tutelage.

ln feudal society, as in others ruled by exploiters - slavery or capitalism, what has been described

about the condition of women has governed and still governs - but we must highlight that only in

the condition of poor women dn we see a different and softer condition in the face of marital

power, the root of this situation must be seen in the economic parlicipation by women of the

popular c e of Ereat riches.

The dev kes feudalism to its decomposition, a srtuation that impresses

its marks n, as we have seen already. It suffices to emphasise that in the

beginning and development of the butgs, women took parl in the election of deputies to the

General States, which shows feminine political participation as well as the existence of rights over

family goods, since the husband could not alienate real properties without the consent of the wife,

However, absolutist legislation would soon fetter these norms to fight off the diffusion of the bad

bourgeois example.

ThiJ historical exposition exemplifies the thesis by Engels and the classics on the social roots of

the condition of women and its relationship to property, family and State, it helps us to understand

march.

Having exposed the social condition of women and the historical outline of its development

linked to property, family and State, what remains is to treat the question of the emancipation of

women from a Marxist viewPoint.

A Marxist holds fundamentallv that the development of machinery incorporates women, as well

as children, into the productive process and thereby multiplies the number of hands to be exploited,

destroys the working class family, physically degeneraies women and materially and morally

sinks them into the miseries of exploitation.

Analysing women and children at work Karl Marx wrote:

"ln so far as machinery dispenses with muscular power, it becomes a means of employing

labourers of slight muscular strength, and those whose bodily development is
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incomplete, but whose limbs are all the more supple. The labour of women and children
was, therefore, tlle first cry of the capitalist application of machinery. That mighty substitute
for labour and labourers was forthwith changed into a means for increasing the number
of wage-labourers by enrolling, under the direct sway, of capital, every member of the
woman's family, without distinction of age or sex. Compulsory work for the capitalist usurped
the place, not gnly of the children's play, but also of free labour at home rryithin moderate
limits for the support of the family '

"The value of labour'power was determined, not only by labour-time necessary to
maintain the individual adult labourer, but aiso bv that necessary to maintain his family.
Machinery, by throwing every member of that family on to the Iabour market, spreads the
values of the man's labour-power over his whole family. lt thus depreciates his labour-
power.,.."
"Thus we see. that machinery, while augmenting the hLlman material that forms the principal
object of capital's exploiting power, at the same time raises the dggree of exploitation,"
"By opening the factory doors to women and children, making them flock in great numbers
to the combined ranks of the workiirg class, machinery finaily breaks down the resistance
of the male workerto this, despite the despotism of capital lvithin manufacturing (Caplfal,
volume l, pp. 394-395, Economic Culture Fund, 1966. Emphasis in original.)

Continuing his masterful analysis, Marx himself describes to us how capitalism uses even the
virtues and obilgations of women for its advantage;

"Mr, E., manufacturer, told me how in his textile mills he employed exclusively women,
preferably married ones, and above all those who had at home a family iiving from or
depending on her salary, since these were much more active and zealous than single
women, besides, the need to procure sustenance to their families forcerj them to work
harder. ln this way, the virtues characterising women are turned against them: all the
purity and sweetness of their character are tumed into instruments of torture and slavery."
(Note 57 of above quoted volume and edition of Capltal, p. 331)

But just as by incorporating women into production, capitalism increases exploitation,
simultaneously with this process it provides the material basis for women to struggle and demand
their rights And it's a starling polnt for the struggle for their emancipation, as Engels taught in
Origin...:

"The freeing of women demands as a f irst condition the re-incorporation of the entire
female sex into social industry, which in turn requires that the individual family no longer
be society's economic unit." (our emphasn).

And evidently capitalism, with its own future interests, sets the basis for the future ernancipation
of women, as well as creating the class that will destroy it as it develops: the proletariat.

On the other hand, their economic participation and the development of the class struggle
pushes forward the Pofiticlsation of Women.We already highlighted howthe French Revolution
pushed forward the political and organisational development of women and how, by uniting them,
mobilising them and forcing them to fight, it set the basis for the feminist movement. We also saw
how feminist demands were reached through the rise of revolution and how their rights were
abolished and their conquests swept away when the revolutionary process was fettered and
thrown back. However, with all the positive aspects that the incorporation of women into the
French Revolution had, the resulting politicisation of women was but elementary, restricted and
very little compared with the major advances represented by the politicisation of women by the

IO

working classes. What does this politicisation imply? When capitalism massively incorporates
women into the economic process, it wrests them away from inside of the home, to attract them

ial workers out of them. fhus women are forged and
dvanced and latest class in history. Women initiate
their incorporation into the workers' union struggle

concretely in our country by the transformation seen
in women workers, n arrives
at more advanced ping her
ideologically for the ggle and
political organisatio ranks of
the Party of the working class, to serve the people in all forms and fronts of struggle organised
and led bythe working class through its politicalvanguard. This politicisation process, which only
the proletariat is capable of producing, and the new type of women fighters it generates has
materialised in many glorious women fighters whose names are recorded in hrstory: Luisa Michel,
I'1. Krupskaya, Rosa Luxemburg, Liu Ju-lan and others, whose memory the people and the
proletariat keep.

Like today, for Marxism of yesterday, the politicisation of women was the key-issue in her
emancipation and the classics dedicated special attenrion to it. Marx taught: "Anyone who knows
something of history knows that the great social changes are irnpossible v;ithout the feminist
ferment, Social progress can be measured exactly by the social position of the weak sex." (letfer
ta Kugelmann, 1888.) And to Lenin, the participation of wonren was more much urgent and
important to ihe revolution:

"The experience of all the liberation movements confirms that the success of the
revoluiion dep in which wornen participate." (our emphasis)

Thus the development and its ever greater sharpening, within the specific
social conditions of the le under conditions ol imperiaiism, sets forlh and
demands more decisively the politlcisation of women. That is why, Lenin hrmself, in the middle of
World War I and foreseeing the future battles for the working class which required preparedness,
called to fight for':

"17 Abolition of any and all limitations without exception to the political rights of women
in comparison to men. ExplaininE to the masses the special urgency of this transformation
at moments in which the war and scarcity disquiet the masses of people and awaken
interest in and attention to politics, particularly among women.,'

And he proposed:
"lt is necessary that we fully develop systematic work among these feminine masses. we
rnust educate those women we have managed to wrest away from passivity, we must
recruit them and arnn them for the struggle, not just the proletarian women who work in
the factories or toil in the home, but also the peasant women, the women in the various
layers of the petty-bourgeoisie. They too are victims of capitalism.,,
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struggle.

From the above, we see how the politicisation of wornen was proposed by Marxism from its

beginnings, considering women's struggles as being in solidarity with the struggles of the working

class, That is why, last century BeLrel said that "woman and the worker have in common their

condition as oppressed," and why the Socialist Congress of 1879 proclaimed the equality of the

sexes and the need to struggle for it, reiteratirrg the solidarity of the revolutionary feminist women

and the working class struggle. On the cther hand, as China proclaims today, following Mao Tse-

tung's thesis:
"The emancipation of women is an integral parl of the liberation of the proletarial." (Peking

Review, No,10.1972)

This brings us to consider: How can the emancipatian of wamen be achieved ? lnvestigating

capitalist society and societies, in general, where exploitation and oppression ptevail, Engels

verified that misery, inequalify- and suL,mission exist among men. But emphasising the woman

question he pointed out: "The state of affairs with respect to ihe equality of men and wonlen is no

better than their legal inequality, r,rrhich we have inherited from prior social conditions, is not the

cause but the effect of the economic oppression of women"" Altd he continued "Wopen cannot

be emancipated unless they assume a large socially measurable role in production and are only

tied insignificantly by domestic work, And this has only been possible with modern industry which

not only admits feminine labour in a large scale but fataliy cJemands it,"

This assertion by Engels, if taken out of ccntext and unrelated to similar ones from Origin ,

helps some people, pserrdo-Marxists and distorters of Marxism. They stretch his idea to claim

that the mere participation of vvomen in the economic process is sufficient for their emancipaticn,

Engels proposed that the incarporation of women into production was a condition, that lt ls a base

upon which women act in favour of their emancipation, and that this demands to soctally end

domestic work which absorbs and annihilates women, which to Engels impltes destroying private

ownership of the means of production and developing large-scale production based on the social

ownership of the productive means. We repeat that ii is good to be very clear about this thesis by

Engels, because today some are atternpting to hide themseives in this classic to distort the Marxist

position on the woman question and to preach the simple participation of women in the economic

process for the sake of the exploiting classes. Thus they are hiding the root of women's oppression

which is private ownership by avoiding large-scale social production based on destroying private

property of the means of production.

Foreseeing this distortion as in other cases, the ciassics analysed the problem of whether the

incorporation of women to the productive process, which capitalism began, was capable of making

men and women truly equal. Mao Tse{ung gave the concise and powerful answer once more in

the 1 950s:

"True equality between men and women can only be achieved in the process of

the socialist transformation of the whole of society."

Lenin researched the situation of women in bourgeois society and compared it with how it was

under the dictatorship of the proletariat, an analysis that led him to establish:

"From remote times, the representatives of all the movements of liberation in western

Europe, not for decades, but during centuries, proposed the abolition of these antiquated

laws and demanded the legal equality of women and men, but no democratic European

State, not even the most advanced republics, have managed to achieve this, because

wherever capitalisrn exists, wherever private ownership of the factories is
l2

maintained, wherever the power of capital is maintained, men go on enjoying
privileges."
"From the first months of its existence, Soviet power, as the power of workers, realised

the most decisive and radical legislative change with respect to women. ln the Soviet
Republic, no stone was Ieft unturned which kept women in a position of dependence. I am
referring precis'-:ii .l.,.r those laws which used the dependent situation of women in special
way, making her victim of the inequality of rights and often even of humiliations, that is to
say laws on divorce, on natural children and on the right of women to sue the father in
court to support the child. (rasks of the women workers in the soviet Republic)

From this comparative analysis the conclusion is taken that only the revolution whrch places the
working class in powerin alliance with the peasantry is capable of sanctioning, and even fufiher,
in enforcing the true judicial legal equality between men and women, However, as Lenin himself
taught, this true legal equality initiated by the revolution is but the beginning of a protracted
struggle for the full and complete equality in life of men and women:

"However, the more we rid ourselves of the burden of old bourgeois laws and institutions,
the more clearly we see that we have barely cleared the terrain for construction, yet
construction itself has not begun."
"The woman continues to be a slave of the home, despite all the liberating laws, because
she is overburdened, oppressed, stupefied, humiliated by the menial domestic tasks,
which make her a cook and a nurse, which waste her activity in an absurdly unproductive,
menial, irritating, stupefying and tedious labour. The phrase, enrancipation of women, will

at the time the mass struggle begins
State) againstthis pefty home econo
n begins in a large-scale socialist

Thus, tenin and Mao Tse-tung answerecl the anticipated opportunist distortions and pseudo-
developments of Marxism, which today attempts to distoit the theses of Engels and confuse the
working class posltion on the woman question,

Marxism conceives the struggle for the emancipation of women as a protracted but victorious
struggle: "This is protracted struggle, which requires a radical transformation of the social technique
and of customs But this struggle will end with the full victory of communism." (Lenin, on fhe
Occasion of lnternational Working Women's Day.).
The above, in essence, shows there is an identity of struggle between the revolutionary feminist
movernent and the working class struggle forthe construction of a newsociety;'and, besides, it
helps to understand the sense of Lenin's words calling women workers to develop the institutions
and means which the revolution placed at their disposal:

"We say that the emancipation of workers must be the work of the workers themseives
and likewise THE EMANCIPATIoN oF WOMEN woRKERS MUST BE THE woRK oF
WOMEN W0RKERS THEMSELVES," (Ihe tasks,../

These are the central theses of Marxism on the emancipation, politicisation and the condition of
women - the positions which uie prefer to transcribe for
because these positions are not sufficiently known. Bes
and concisely expressed by the authors themselves, whi
to give them new editing, more so after seeing their full a

the distortions of the Marxist positions atternpted today on the woman question also demand the
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dissemination of the words of the classics themselves.

Finally, it is indispensable, even if it is in passing only, to make note that Marx, Engels, Lenin and

Mao Tse{ung set forlh the thesis of the emancipation of women and notthat of women's liberation,

as can be appreciated from the cited quotations. On this particular, it suffices to say that the

analysis of the condition of Woman through history shows Her as subject to tutelage and in a

situation of submission with respect to the male, which makes Woman a being who, while belonging

to the same class as Her husband or the man She has a relationship with finds Herself in a
situation of inferiority with respect to Him, an inferiority which the laws bless, sanctify and impose.

Consistent with this situation of undervaluing throughout history we see the need to demand Her

rights to achieve a formal equality with Man under capitalism and how only the revolutionary

struggle under the leadership of the proletariat is capable of setting up and fulfilling a genuine

legal equality of men and women, though, as we saw, plentiful equality in life, as Lenin said, will

develop as large-scale socialist productron develops. These simple observations show the certainty

of the thesis on women's emancipation conceived as paft of the iiberation of the proletariat While

the thesis of women's liberatron historically surfaces as a bourgeois thesis, hidden at the bottom

of which is the counterpoising of men and women due to sex and camouflaging the root of the

oppression of women. Today we see how women's liberation is exposed more and more in each
passing day as bourgeois feminism, which aims at dividing the people's movement by separating

the feminine masses from it and seeking mainly to oppose the development of the women's

movement under the leadership and guide of the working class.

II. MARIATEGUI AND THE UUOMAN QUESTION

5C years ago Mari6tegui, r,vith his sharp historical foresight, perceived the importance of the

woman question in the couniry and its perspective ("The firstfeminist quivers are latent in Peru...").

He devoted two of his works to this question: Woman and Politics and Feminist Demands [Las
Reivindicaciones Feministas '. where reivindicaciones are the political and econorxic demands of
women - Translator's nofe], besides many qther contributions found in his writings lt is

indispensable to go back ourselves to this source, because in it we will find the position of the

Peruvian working class with respect to ihe Woman question. Moreover, this issue is less known

and researched aspect of Mari6tegui's work.

Jose Carlos Mari6tegui taught us: "ln our times, life in society cannot be studied without

rnvestigating a1d analysing its causes -the organisation of the family, the condition of the woman,"

Researching the nascent Peruvian femirrist movement, he said: "Men, who are sensible to the

great emotions of our times, cannot and should not feel themselves out of place or indifferent to

this movement. The woman question is pad of the human question,"

So let's keep in mind that from the beginning of ,'s political emergence, the working class of this

country paid attention to the situation of womer', establishing through its great representative

their position with respect to women as well as oi'ering fighting suoport to feminist struggles, as

shown by the soliCarity of textile workers and drivers with the wonren workers of A. Field Co. in

1 926.

\I/hat was the feminist development that attracted such accurate attention? The condiiion of

women in the country suffered a troticeable change especially in this century and more specifically

after the two world wars. While the condition of peasant women changed more slolly, that of her

sisters turned workers and proiessionals experienced more rapid and profound changes, Evidently

the presence of women in our society has been conquering positions ever more widely.
ln tne last century, the action and literary work of Cloi'lnda Matto de Tumer, Mercedes Cabello

de Carbonera and Margarita Praxedes Munoz, highlighted the ferninine presence over a
background of millions of peasants, workers and other women who, while anonymous, were
subjected to harsh social repression of feuclal roots, The Peruvian Woman of the 1gil Century had
minimal access to education. But even when She was allowed to attend secondary education, the
educational ncnns established for Her was a watered down curriculum compaiable to the last
primary grade for males plus some of the secondary school courses The abanijonment of femrnine
schooling is ciearly shown by the fact that while there were private institutions which tended or
prcpared students to enter the university, it was not until 1928 thc 'National Women,s School of
Lima'opened its doors in Lima, till then there was no such school of its kind in the capital city lt's
good to notice ilow by the end of the last century some women educationists were wonieC about
the education o{ women and were proposing for its renewal. They dernanded to overcome the
erroneous concept of "educating them [women] only {or marriage, which leads one to think such
is the sole purpose in their life" and women's education must not be in the hands of nuns, because
abandoning the world they were noi in a position to build up good women and also we need to
end the misconception that a single or married woman who woiks outside the home degenerates
socially, Simultaneously, they demanded and created new educational cenh-es Teresa Gonzalez
de Fanning was outstanding in this aspect.
Similarly ccllege education was closed to them, their presen;e at the University was not noticed

until ihe1890s anditwasnotuntil lg0Slhatwomenwereauthorisedtoenterandseekadegree
at the University and exercise the professions The demeaning of women ancl their social outcaiting
are thus clearly seen in educatjon. However, with the 20'h century transfcrmations, wgmen see an
increase in thelr possibilities to pursue studies and work as professionals most of them finding
work as teachers. Only after World War II, there was a diversification of women's careers scene
University graduates, whom early in the century could be counted with the fingers of the hand,
almost reach the current stage of 30% of college graduates of the country.
But what really would intplv a profound, radical and far-reaching change is the incorporation of

women into factory production. The proletarianisation of the Peruvian *oman began this century
hand in hand with the introduction of machinery and the development of bureauciatic capitalism
We see in our environment with its specifrc condirions, the situatiorr describecl by Marx and which
we quoted 

'above' 
with the productive incorporation of wonren as workers, the process of proletarian

politicisation opens up to the feminine rnasses of Peru 'lhe 
parlicipation of women rn worker,s

unions begins; women join the struggle for salaries, the eight hour workday and working conditions,
ihey pafticipate in people's struggles together with otherworkers in actions against the high cost
of living and price increases - which develops their ideological understandlng: and finally, the
lvomen of the country amidst revolutionary combai become political militants of t-he working class,

The process of the poiitical developnient of the PerLrvian Woman, parallel to Her incorporation
into labour, provided significant gains to the country's class struggle in the first parl of this century
-amongwhichmilestones wemusthighlightthestrugglefortheeighthourworkdaybyagricultural
workers at Huaral, Barranca, Pativilca and Huacho, in which five female workeis offered their
lives in 1915, sealing with their blood their adherence to their class, Just as we highlight their
participation in momentous actions against rising prices and the high cost of living in May 191g
actions in which v'romen workers organised a Women's Committee so as to channel tieir supporlive
actions and agreed: "To make a call to all women, without distinction cf classes, to co-operate
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with their action in the defence of the rights of Peruvian women". ln this great struggle women

faces police forces at their meeting on the 25rh May, during which, after overcoming the bloody
police repression, they prcclaimed the following ccnciusions:

"The women of Lima, sunounding 16wns and peasants met in great public meeting on

Sunday 25 May,19'19 at Neptune Park, having considered:

"That it is not possible to further tolerate the situation of rnisery to which the high

cost of subsistence goods and residential rents and all of life's necessities have

reduced the people; that Peruvian women, as well as women in all civilised
countries, have understood their mission to intervene in the resolution of the
economic and social problerns affecting them;

Have agreed:

1 , To make as their own the conclusions of the people's meeting at the Alameda de los

Descalzos on May 4th,

2. in case these conclusions are not accepted, to declare a general women's strike
in all branches of industry, leaving the date to the discretion of the Men's Committee

for Diminishing the Cost of Subsistence" (Marinez de la Torre. /Voles forlhe Marxist

lnterpretatian of lheSocla/Hrstoryof Pent, Volume l, Luna1947 Ouremphasis.)

Another chapter in this history of women's struggle was waged by Socorro Rojo against the

persecution, repression, irnprisonment and blood politics unleashed by the dictatorship of Sanchez

Cerror defending the riEhts and liberties of the people, especially the proletariat.

ln the struggie relerred to, besides the politicisation of wornen, or more strictly, as index of a
correct perspective, it must be highlighted that in them the feminine masses waged their actions

intimately unrted to the people's interests, which are theirown, and in directr.rnity with and support

for the struggles of the working class, which is their class.

ln synthesis, ihe road travelled by Peruvian women in this century and the final part of last

century is marked by their widespread incorporation into production and under bureaucratic

capiiaiism pushed foruuard by North American imperialisnr and by- their increased access to

education, especially at the university level. These are the bases on vrhich ihe first feminist

impetuses r:f the country wlii hatch a phenomenon that l\,lariitegui described as foilows:
"Ferninism has nct made its appearance in Peru adificially or arbitrarily. lt has appeared

as result of the nerry forrns of intellectuai and manual labour o1 women, The women with
true ferninist affiliations are those women who work, the lryomen who study. The

ieminist idea prcspers anlong \,^iomen in intellectual jcbs ancj rn manual jobs: prolessors,

university students, and workers, lt f inds a propitious environment for its development
in the university classrooms, which attract nrore Peruvian wornen every Cay; and in
the workers' unions, where factonT women enrol and organise with the sarne rights and

the same duties as the men, Besides tnis, we have lhe femirrisrn of dilettantes, a little
pedaniic and a little mundance. For feminists of this kind, feminism is a rnere literary

exercise, merely a fashionable sport " (Femlnlnsl Demands; our e,rpllasis)
It is on this basis that lVlaridtegui elaborated the posrtion of the Peruvian proletariat on the woman

question, by establishing the general line to follow on this matter for whoever wants t0 develop

from a Marxist viewpolnt. l-et us see the basic problems from this position:

t6

1. The Situation of Women

1' from t ruvian proletariat,
de in the n ofthe universaltru s of a ssed country anaP the se olonial character

"the defence of the poetry of the home, in reality, is a defence of the serfdorn of
women. Far frorn ennobling and dignifying the roie of women, it diminishes and reduces
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spring disappears like a season in her: in a moment, she turns judicious, fat and

maternal'." (Srgns and Works, Waldo Frank's Rahab)

What was said about the Spanish woman naturally extends to Latin American women and among

them those in this coLrntry and it shows that the feminine mentality generated by the ancient ancJ

present feudal background is still not overcome. But besides this, analysing the relations between

imperialism and the oppressed countries of America, Mariirtegui highlights the alienating mentality

which Yankee domination impresses on feminine mentality:

"1he linenalnative ri Lima - translaforl bourgeoisie fraternises with the Yankee capitalists,

and even with their lower employees, at the Country Club, at tennis and on the streets.

The Yankee can rnarry, without any inconvenience of race or religion, ihe creole senorita,

and she feels no scruples of nationality or culture by preferring marriage with an individual

of the invading race. And neiiher does the middle class girl feel any scruples in this

respect. The huachafita lwomen from working class extraction, but think atherwise -
translator\ who is able to trap a Yankee employed by the Grace Corporation or the

Foundation does it with the satisfaction of havlng elevated her social condition " (/mpen,a/ist

Viewpoint)

Thus typifying the feminine condiiion in our society as serfdom of women, discarding all

interpretation sustained by the supposed "deficient feminine natL;re", the semi-feuCal and semi-

colonial backgrourrd that is its root is established.

On this basis, Nilariategui goes 0n t0 the material analysis of Peruvian women belonging to the

different classes, he masterfuily depicts worktng women:

"lf the masses of youth are so cruelly explcited. proletarian women suffer equal or worse

exploitatiori. Until very recently the proletarian woman had her labour limited to domestic

activities at home. With the advancement of indust'ialisatioh, she enters the competition

in the factory, shop, enterprise, etc . , Thus we see Her in textile factories, cracker factories,

laundries, container and cardboard box factories, soaps, etc , where She pedorms the

same work as the male worker, from operating the machinery, to the most menial job,

always earning 40% to 60% less than the male. At the same time, these women train

themselves to do industrial jobs, they penetrate also into the activities of the office,

commercial houses, etc., always competing with men and to the great benefit of the

industrial enterprises, which get a noticeable reduction in salaries and immediate increase

in profits. ln agriculture and mining, we find proletarian women in frank competition with

men, and wherever we may look we find large numbers of exploiied women, rendering

their services in all sorls of activities. , , . ln the process of oui'social struggles, the proletariat

has had to set forth-speclfic demands for their defence, l-extile unicns, which up to now

have shown the greatest interest in this question, though not exclusively so, have gone

on strike more than once with the object of forcing compliance with regulations which,

specified by law, the capitalists simply refuse to implement, We have some capitalists

(such as the "friend" of the worker Mr. Tizon Y Bueno) who have not hesitated to consider

as an "cffence" the fact that a woman worker was pregnant, for which "offence" she has

been terminated, so as to avoid complying with what the law stipttlates At the cracker

factory, the exploitation of women is vile" (Manlfesto of the General Confederation of

Peruvian Workers ICGTP)to the working c/ass of the country, The Woman Questlor; a

document edited under Mariategui's leadership)

ts this a valid description? Yes ln essence, the workers' situation remains the same: the widest
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exploitation in ever more branches of industry - in some of them which is truly horrifying; the use
of female labour so as to lower the salaries - their salaries being lower than those paid to men;
non{ulfilment of laws in protecting women and hidden anti-worker positions by the false "friend"
of the proletariat. Also very current is the need to support the achievements of the women
workers.

Similarly, Mari6tegui goes on to review the condition of indigenous peasant women, of whom he
says that together with their children they are obligated "to render gratuitous services to the
proprietors and their families, as well as to authorities", their miserable condition and social
placement has a root: latifundia and sefdom.

As regards the petty-boLrrgeoisie, [resicies pointing out the trlbulations of the women of this
class, the anaiysis of primary school teachers helps Mariategui to establish how the social mean,
the nearness to the people and their dedication to full tirne teaching modifies their atiitude and
spirits opening them up so in within can be shown "easily the ideals of the forgers of a new social
State," since: "None of their interests has anything in ccrnmon with the capitalist regime. Her life,

Her poverly, Her work, fuses Her to the proletarian masses." He proposes addressing them since
"in their ranks the vanguard will recruit more and better elements,"

2. Historical background of the feminist strugEle

As we can see for lVlariategui, industrialisation incorporates Woman into work and through this
it transforms Her condition and spirit. He points out, like the classics, the double situation implied:

"When woman advances on the road of her emancipation over a bourgeois democratic
terrain, in exchange this fact provides the capitalist with cheap labour and at the same
time a serious competitor to the male worker." (Above cited Manifesto )

On the other hanC, pointing out that the French Revolution included some elements of the feminist
movement, he vindicates the figure of Babeuf, Ieader of the egalitarians, whom he considers "an

asseder of feminist demands" and of whom he quotes the following lucid words;
"Do not impose silence on this sex which does not deserve to be disCained..,, lf you do

not count on women for anything in your republic, you will make lovers of monarchy out of
them";

and " this sex that the tyranny of men has always wanted to annul, this sex which has
never been useless in the revolutions."

And balancing the contribution made by the French Revolutiorr to the emancipation of women
he said in Women and Politics;

"The French Revolution, however, inaugurated a regime of political equality for men, not
for women. The Rights of Man could have been called rather, the Rights of Males With the
bourgeoisie women ended up rnuch ,more alienated from poli{ics than with the aristocracy
Bourgeois dennocracy was an exclusively male demccracy. lts development had to end up,
however, intenselyfavourabletotheemancipation of women. Capitalistcivilisation provided
women with the means of increasing therr capacity and improving their position in life "

Therefore, what the bourgeois class does for women was set accurately: while it is capable of
providing conditions for Her development, it is incapable of emancipating Her. Mari6tegui knerr,r

this very well: how despite this limitation, capitalism, as it develops, opens up for women the
doors to various activities, including politics, very espe0ially so in ihe 20rh century, so much that it
becomes a symbol of this. Developing this statement, Mari6tegui himself vindicates many notable
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women and points out and demonstrates the contributions many women have made to poetry, to

the 1ovel, to the arts, in general, to the struggle and politics. Thus he teaches us how to judge

women of the various classes and celebrities, oointing out their merits and shortcomings and
showing what is principal in each indiviCual case and what is more important, highlighting their
contributions to women's advancement.

3. Ferninist Movernent

A central point that greatly importantfor toclay is the Mariategui's proposal on the general problems
of women, with his theses on the feminist movenlent, on which subject three parts are noteworthy:
feminism, politicisation of women anC organisation"

With respect lo Feminism, MariStegui held that it emerges "neither arlificially nor arbitrarily"
among us, but ii corresponds with the incorporation of lvornen into manual and intellectual work.
ln this viewpoint, he highlights mainiy that feminism thrives among wornen who work outside the
home ancj points out that the proper environments for the .levelopment of the feminist movement
are the university classrooms and the laDour unions He then sets forth the directive of orienting
ourselves towards these fronts to push forward the mobilisaiion of women. Although it rnust oe
decided that such orientation in no way implies discounting peasant women, since we must
remember that Mariategui considered the peasant women as the most important class in our
process, no doubt peasant women too are a front of mobilisation and, even more, the main
source which the entire feminist movement as v'rell as the proletariat want to reach
ln Feminist Demands Mariategui proposes the essence of the feminist movement:

"None should be surprised if all women do not gei together in a single feminist movement,
Feminism has, necessarily, several colours, various tendencies ln feminism three
fundarnental tendencies can be distinguished, three substantive colours: bourgeois
feminisrn, patty-bourgeois feminism and proletarian ferninism. Each one of these
feminisms formulates its own demands in a different way. The bourgeois woman unites
feminism with the interests of the conservative class. The proletarian woman unifies her
feminism with the faith for the revolutionary multitudes in the society of the future. The
class struEgle - an historical fact and not merely a theoretical assertion - is
reflected on the feminist stage. women, like men, are reactionaries, centrists or
revolutionaries. They cannot, consequently, allfight the same battle side by side. ln the
current human panorama, class differentiates individuals more than sex."

This is the essence of our woman question, the class character of the entire feminrst nrovement.
And we must keep this very much in mind, today more than ever, since once more the organisation
of women is pushed fonrvard, many groups arise, which, in general, are silent or hide the class
charactersustainingthent,thatis theclasswhichtheyserve,andpreachaunificationofwomen
to tlemand their righis in opposition to men, as if to serve all women united, without distinction of
class, for a supposed social transformation ''hurnanist, Christian and in solidarity" social
transformation, going through a few intermediate modalities of unclear or confused class positions
Substantially the problem is to ascertain the ciass root entailed by each women's group, organism,
front or movement, to delimit positions and establish whom they serve, whlch class they serve,
and if they are truly or are not on the side of the people.

These questions take us to a crucial problefir: according to whose principle which class criteria
and orientation are we to build a feminist rnovement seruing the people? Here Mariategui's position

is brilliant and concise: "Feminism, as a pure idea, is essentially revolutlonary." And to him,

revolutionary essentially meant proletariat That way the entire people's feminist moventent, which

truly wants to serve the people and the revolution, has tc be a feminist movement adhered to the

proietarian and today in our country adherence to the proletariat means adherence to the thinklng

of tu!ari6tegui.

With respect to lhe Politicisation of women.The Marxist classics have always attached great

importance to this point, since without it, it is impossible to develop the mobilisation and organisation

of women, and without these women we cannot fight side by side with the proletariat for their own

emancipation. Following his great example, the Peruvian working class like Maridtegui has pointed

out the imporlance of the politicisation of women, and highlighted that its deficiency or lack thereof

serves reaction:
"Women, for the most part, due to their little or no political education, are not a

renovating force in contemporary struggles, but a reactionary force"' (F(ures

andAspecls of Life in the World.l

This is sufficiently clear What we must ask ourselves is this: what does this politicisation mean?

For the founder of the Conrmunist Party, it meant the determined anC militant incorporation oi

Woman into the class struggle, their mobilisation together with the people's interests, their

integration into the organisations, individually learning themselves the ideology of the working

class and all this is paft of, assessed by and underthe leadership ofthe proletariat. ln synthesis,

to incorporate women into politics, into class struggle, underthe leadership of the working class.

With respect to the Organisation of women. Marxism teaches that in order to face their enemies

and struggle fortheir class interests the proletariat has no other recourse than to organise itself;

this principle is applied to the people, who are strong only if organised and theiefore also to

women, who can only fight successfully when they are organised.

As a "convicted and confessed Marxist" Maridtegui applied these principles creatively. He paid

very special attention to organising the women workers, as is seen in the proposals in the Manlesfo

of the CGTP referred to above:

"All this accumulation of 'calamities' weighing on the exploited woman cannot be resolved

except by imrnediate organisation. ln the same way that unions have to build their youth

cadres, they must create their wcmen's sections, where our future women militants will

be educated."

Maritrtegui showed the same concern when under his guidance the statute of the mentioned

Confederation was getting ready to-form a Permanent Women's Commission at the Executive

Committee level. Unfoftunately, these orientaiions have noi been correctly putintc practice; it has

remained a purely bureaucratic union pcsition, called "feminine affairs" or some similar name,

when it exits at all, without organically accommodating the women's sections of the unions, thus

it remains as a pending task,

Later, in March '1930, the Communist Pafty approved the following motion:

"First. Creating a Provisional Secretariat to organise socialist youth, under immediate

control of the Party.

Second. Creating a Provisional Secretariat to organise the working women, under

the leadership and control of ihe Party.

Third. Both secretariats will struggle for the immeciiate organisation of youth of both

sexes, for their political and id.rological education, as a preparatory stage for their

adrnission to the Parly." (Martinez de la Torre, op cil, Vol. ll; ouremphasls.)
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Here Mari6tegui's thesis is materialised by the need to pay attention to the women's organisations,
even at the most advanced political levels and his position is expressed that the organisation of
wcmen is, ultimately, the question of organising them under the leadership and control of the
working class and the Party such proposais lead us to ask ourselves, about each woman,s
group, organism, front or movement - for which class, how anci for what women would be
organised? And keep in mind that these poinis can be satisfactorily resolved, that is, for the class
and the people, only by adhering ourselves to the working class positioris.

These three questions: feminism, politicisation of women and organisation of women and the
theses which Mariategui established, must be studied and applied consistently, since it is the only
way by which an authentic popular feminist movement can be develooed,

4. The Emancipation of Woman

ln this point too, like in the classics, MariateEui also holds that under capitalism and industrialisation
"women make advances on the road to their emancipation." However, under this system she
does not even reach full legal equality. For that reason, a consistent feminist movement seeks to
go further, and on thls road it necessarily has to join the struggle of the proletariat. This
understanding led the great proletarian thinker of our country to state: "The feminist movement
appears solidly identified with the revolutionary movement;" and that although born of liberalism,
only with the revolution could feminism be fulfilled:

"Born of a liberai womb, feminism has not yet been able to operate in the capitalist
process lt is only now when the historic path of democracy reaches its end, that
woman acquires the political and legal rights of the male. And it was thc Russian

new women will be forged in the revolutionary crucible and will place the old type of wornan
deformed by the old exploitative system In the back room of history, a system that now sinks for
the genuine dignifying of women.

"ln tne same measure as the socialist system replaces the individualist system, feminine
luxuriousness and elegance will decay. .., Humanity will lose some luxurious mammals; but will
gain instead many women. The clothing cf the women of the future will be less ostentatious and
expensive; but the condition of this new woman will be dignified. And the axis of feminine life will
progress from the individual to the social ... A woman, in sum, will be less expensive but will be
worth more." (Women and Politics.)

Besides these basic ideas Mariitegui takes care rf other problenrs intimatety linked to women in
particular: divorce, marriage, love, etc.; he treats lrem with fine irony and takes sharply critical
positions on them. However, as a good Marxist he does not centre his attention on them until
taking them as the principal issue. To do so is to forget the princioal struggle and fundamental
goal, while spreading confusion and disorienting the revo[rtionrry struggle.

Up to this point, we have presented and exposition of the central theses of Mariategui's thought
on the women question, in'vvhich we have useo plentiful quotations for the same reaions we had
when dealing with the Marxist positions on the subject.

III. DEVELOPTNG THE FEMINIST MOVEMENT
FOLLOWING MARIATEGUI

1. Current Relevance of MaridteEui

A conclusion is obvious from what has been said: the theses Mariategui held on the woman
question resulted from the consistent application of Marxism-Leninism to the specific conditions
in a semi-feudal and semi-colonial society like ours. On this, generally, there is no disagreement
and even when there is no open adherence, at least by silence an acceptance of such conclusions
is shown. However, ihe question is not whether Mariategui's tlrought was a correct application of
Marxism to the country, the central issue is: how relevant is his tncught to the present? This is a

subject on which, while expressing an apparent recognition of Maridrtegui anci so as not to attack
his immense and stili orowing prestige, some question its cunent relevance by mentioning that
more than 40 years have elapsed and raising, erroneously and treacherously, the need to take
into account "the creative development of Marxism in order to surpass it,"

Analysing this point leads us to review, if only in passing, some of the positions that have been

sustained in this country on the woman question, Thus, the notable and contentious thinker don

ManuelGonzales Prada handled this question in his'1904 work "Slaves of the Church," a work

now incluCed in Hours of Struggle There, while expressing impoftant concepts such as: "We

can't kn0wthe people well until we have studied the social and legal condiiion of women," "the

moral elevation of Man is measured by the concept He has on Woman: for the ignorant and brutal

Man, the \A/oman is just a female; for the thinksr ,^, cultured Man, She is a brain and a heaft"
Just as we carry the family name of our father, we carry the moral making of our mother, , " "The

motive force, the great propellant of societies, does not function noisily at the plaza, ncr at the

revolutionary circle, it works in the home," which help to centre cur attention on the impoftance of
the Woman; on the other hand, he expresses ideas, such as: "lhe ernancipation of woman, like

the freedom of the slave, is not due to Christianity but to Philosophy," "ln Protestant nations
feminine ascension is taking place so assuredly that complete emancipation is already foreseen",
"Slaves and seds owe their personal dignity to the efforts of noble and delicate persons, the

Catholic Woman will only get emancipated by the energetic action of Man" and "in the battle of
ideas no ally is more poweful than love,"

Thus. we see that the contribution of Gonzales Prada to the emancipation of women overall
positive. He pointed out and denounces the oppression of women, the imporlant role they fulfil
and the necessity to resolve the problem and set forth the emancipation of women, Although for
him the root of the problem is Catholicism, lvhich prevails in women, he believes that it is possible

to reach emancipation undercapitalism and he centres the problem in the individual; yet his ideas
overall represent, a positive contribution in this and other topics, in studying the problems of
wcmen in the country.

Arrd these ideas turn out to be more outstanding when we see nearly 30 years later Jorge
Basadre proposing: "Gregorio Maranon demanded that the essential role of women is love, while
the essential role of men is work. ... That is why little boys prefer to play with soldiers, symbol of
struggle, of effort, an urge to supremacy, while little girls prefer to play with dolls, precociously

motherly.., Byvirtueof acommandof nature,thecharmof theCreolewoman,evenwhennota
mestiza, is different from women of other latitudes by a proper flavour like a fruit or vegetable. ..
While on the other hand the highest superiority of men is in their minds and since the American
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mind is still determinedly influenced by Europe, the American glory is lost or lessened ... A
notoriously beautiful women in America can, on the other hand, raise interest anywhere." (Peru;

Probbms and Posslbi//tes, Chapter Xl. Here the position is so clearly reactionary that comments

are unnecessary.)

lf in Basadre, the ruling classes speak to us of "feminine nature" whose essence is love, they
also in 1940 express themselves through Carlos Miro Quesada Laos as follows:

"The role of Woman in modern life is manifold. These are no longer the times - forever
gone - when work was forbidden to her. Quite the contrary. Today \,Voman works in diverse
activities. ,,. Because She has shown that She can act as efficiently as Man.,. She, therefore,
has the duty to study, to prepare Herself for the future. And if in the chores, women share the
duties with men, in oihers they are, and will always be, better than men. And what happens

is that Woman contributes to life many things, which are innate to Her. She has the hands of
mother and nurse. ... That is femininity which, thanks to God, they will never lose, despite

the 20th century, of wars and revolutionary theories. The word "consolation" evokes women.

... After making Man, the Creator. ,,. put Her at his side to be His mate, to give stimulus and

sweeten His life. . . First She must obey Her parents, then Her teacher, later on Her husband
and always duty." (Ihree Conferences, Lima'1941.)

With Basadre the exploiting classes postponed the work of women, with Miro Quesada, having

new requirements, they exalt and demand the work ofwomen. Butdeep down both are based on
"feminine nature." But not only in this fleld do these ideas appear; incorrect positions are also
found in writings and magazines which claim to be revolutionary and even Marxist, we read in
thern concepts like the following. Speaking of the "sense of life " that they participate in "social

change," will enable, we understand it's rneant women, "to undo their existential problem, since
the sense of life would then reside in the profit each individual is able to offer lrer/his neighbours
by way of will and effort." Considering the subject "Women and Society' after attennpting to outline
Engels' thesis on the development of the family the follcwing is said: "we are possessed of the
myth of the inferiority of women. And frorn that arises the need of liberating women. .. her iiberaiion
can only occur when the socio-economic structure changes with the development of a new society."

Thus, liberation is highlighted, but not its social backgrounC, which is kept ambiguous and imprecise,

ending up centred on how to regulate "the relationship between sexes in answer to the new
ideology. lf Woman is equal or must be equal to Man, the bases of such relationship would be:

a) Tc liberate the women fronr religious alienation...,

b) To exercise the riEhts to choose her mate without obeying prejudrces ahout masculine
initiative..

c) Not to understand women's liberation as a synonym for free love, and (fodunatelyi)

d) Woman being equal to Man, She must not remain separate from politics by alleging Her
femininecondition...love, asa startingpointforasocial change,shouldbethestimulus
for youth (men and women) to struggle to build an egalitarian world without oppression or
injustice,"

And in publishing the story, "The Tomb of the Unemployed," a Christmas stories. which handily
spreads the "generosity of women" and the "selfishness of men," a treacherous version of "feminine

nature": "Later on the two ghosts irecame silent, each with rts own thoughts, The woman in her
past; the man in his future. The woman on what must be done, the man on what needs to be done

for him. One with generosity and one with selfishness, always nailed to their foreheads, always
wrestling in the depths of their consciences." (Magazine Nlujer, number 1 and2; while having no

dates theywere printed in the 1960's). Evidently the ideas containedin Mujer, despite their apparent
Marxist and revolutionary posturing, neatly reveal a bourgeois background, in no way do they
express a proletarian position on the woman question.

What does this summary show us? The hard, cold truth is that by no means the question is the

time frame when the positions are presented, nor in the problem "to take into account the creative
developments of Marxism". But what is central is the class position on which a proposal is based.
We have seen a position prior to Maridtegui, that of Gonzalez Prada, which despite preceding

Ivlari6tegui by some 30 years entails many positive elements, as well as a position
contemporaneous with Mari6tegui, that of Basadre, which is openly reactionary. Frnally, two later
positions, 30 years after Maridtegui, that of [\4iro Quesads, which renovates some criteria but is

still reactionary, and that of the magazine Mujer, under Marxist colours, which definitelv adheres

to bourgeois positions despite it is being presented to us as revolutionary and in the service of
women's emancipation.

What is the conclusion? As we said, the question is the class character on which the position on

the woman question based upon. With Mariategui, the greatest exponent of our working class,
the proletarian position on the woman question is established He set the basis of the proletarian
political line on this question and his positions are completely current, on this topic as well as on

others dealing with the revolutionary prlitics of the proletariat in our country Therefore, developing

a people's feminist movement demands, today more than ever, a firm and consistent adherence

to the thought of Mariategui, starting from an acceptance of its current relevance,

2. Retaking Mari6tegui's Road

The struggle of Peruvian women and of proletarian women has a long tradition sealed with their
blood, for over 50 years. Similarly, feminist organisations are long standing, Nevertheless, the
process of organising Peruvian women began to expand in the 1960's, forecasting a hrilliant
perspective, though a long and twisting one.

At present we have a multitude of organisations of varying extension and levels, and what is

more important, sprouting old seeds, we already saw signs pointing to a genuine people's [eminist
rnovement Today we have a 'National Council of Women' with fifty years of existence, nurtured
bythe decrepit and obsolete theory of "feminine nature", a'VJomen's Rights Movement upholding
a feminism aimed at liberation from dependence 0n men, a gamut of organisaiions being forrned
which support the current regime for the benefit of its corporativist process, under the orientation
andcontrol of Stnamos[State'spolitical organisation- National SystenforSocial Mobilisation -
Translator) and under its concept of 'participation of women', part of their'fully participatory

democracy', which obscures that the root of women's oppression is private property and the
subjugation of women that began with it Twrsting our history and using lowly the 'vulgar materialism'
it propagandrses that "in 1968, when the revolutionary p!'ocess began, it seeks the authentic
liberation of women with political equality and active pa(icipation" and is concluding: 'We are the

ones, who nnust create the various forms of women's organlsations', and thus satura[ed r,'tith the

sly anci underhanded bourEeois feminism And 'Nationai People's Union of Peruvian Vv,tmen - a

right oppcrtunist organisation which staged, as usual, a cclla"crationist apparatus t0taily Cevoted

to the service of the regime.



The increase and organisational strengthening of the masses of women demands a serious

investigation of the woman question and a Class analysis of the organisations that exist or are

being formed,sothecampscan definethemselvesin orderto establish, asin otherfields, thetwo
lines on the wonran question - the counter-revolutionary line commanded by imperialism and the

middle bourgeois and the revolutionary line whose command and centre is the proletariat. That

will help the organisational development of the people's feminist movement, which of necessity

requires its construction to be unleashed amidst the two-line struggle, the expression of tne class

struggle and of the similar and conflicting interests of the contending classes. And of course, it

must not be forgotten that within each line there are vanations and differences in operation according

to the-classes grouped around each line, From there, the problem consists of establishing the two

contrary lines and within each one the variations and nuances of the line, establishing which
position is in command of each line and depending on the class each represents, gives each of
the lines in struggle a revolutionary or counterrevolutionary character,

All that's been exposed takes us, therefore, to the necessity of "retakinq Mariategui's road on

the woman question," in order to serve the formation and development of a People's Feminist
Movement conceived as a movement generated by the proletariat among the masses of
women, with the following characteristics;

1, Adherence to the thoughi of Mariategui;

2, Class conscious organisation of lhe masses;

3 Subject to democratic centralism

The construction of such IVIOVEMENT sets forlh for us two problems:

1. ldeological-political construction, which necessarily implies providing it with Principles

and Programme;

2,Orgarric construction, which we can sen/e by forming cores or groups of activists for

carrying the Principles and Progranr tcr the masses of women - workers, peasants,

professionals, university and secondary school students, etc, - They would work toward

the politicisation of lvomen, mobilising them through their struggles and organising

them to adhere to the political stnrggle, in harmony with the orientation and politics of
the proletariat.

To conclude this contribution to the study and understanding of the woman question, it is pertinent

to transcribe a Declaration of Principles and Programme which for some time has been circulating

in our midst, documents which while emphasising their character as ongoing projects, can serve

as a useful basis for discussion of the ideological-politrcal construction of the ongoing PEOPLE'S

FEMINIST MOVEMENT



Jos6 Garlos Mari5tegui
(r895- r930)

JosE Carlos lWaridtegui, had founded the Gommunist
Party of Peru in 1928 and died at the age of only 35 years.
Shortly before his death, he led the Party in affiliating with
the Third Gommunist lnternational of Lenin and Stalin. When
the Party became revisionist, Maridtegui's teachings - the
basis of the Party * were kept aside.

During the period of the Great Dehate behryeen Mao's CPC
and revisionist CPSU, the ideological issues that came up
in the forefront as well as the revolutionary upsurges in
Perur the revolutionary section of the PCP had taken up

.the study of MariStegui's teachings to settle the political
and ideological line of the Party, the basic line for the
revolution in Peru, its targets and goals and tasks of the.
Communist revolutionaries.

Under the leadership of Comrade Gonzalo, rebuilding the
PCP took 15 years..[n 1975, a doeument i'Retomemos a
Mari6tegui y Reconturyamos Su Partido" [Reclaim
Mariitegui and Rebuild His PartyJ was published by the
Central Gommittee of the PCP under comrade Ganzalo's
leadership. The completion of this process was marked by
a 1979 Central Committee meeting that approved the
initiation and continuation of People's War, which began a
year later, i.e., tin 1980 and is still continuing throught'the


